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Abstract—This letter proposes a new approach to improve the accuracy of the energy-based source localization methods
in urban acoustic scenes. The proposed acoustic energy sensing flow estimation (ESFE) uses the sensors signal
nonstationarity degree to determine the area with highest energy concentration in the scenes. The ESFE is applied to
different acoustic scenes and yields to source localization accuracy improvement with computational complexity reduction.
The experiments results show that the proposed scheme leads to significant improvement in source localization accuracy.

Index Terms—Sensor signal processing, acoustic, energy-based source localization, index of nonstationarity (INS), wireless acoustic
sensor network (WASN).

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless acoustic source network (WASN) is a very attractive solu-
tion for source localization in urban areas [1], [2]. WASN enables low
cost and low power coverage for indoor and outdoor acoustic scene
environments. Accurate source location estimation is an ubiquitous is-
sue in a diversity of applications including objects monitoring, seismic
event detection, house surveillance, and smart vehicle tracking.

Acoustic source localization methods are mainly based on the
computation of the time-delay estimation (TDE) or the time-delay of
arrival (TDOA) and the acoustic signal energy [2]–[5]. TDE or TDOA
algorithms use time-delay or phase difference measures obtained at the
acoustic sensors generally distributed in a microphone array. Energy-
based techniques are simple and interesting solutions widely applied
for sound source estimation localization in WASN. The main challenge
is the background acoustic interference that can severely affect a
target location estimation, particularly when considering real acoustic
scenes. Generally, each acoustic scene is composed of multiple sources
with different temporal and spectral statistics.

The main goal of this letter is twofold. First, it applies energy-based
source localization methods in acoustic scenes environment. Second,
it introduces an efficient acoustic energy sensing flow exploitation
(ESFE) approach for energy-based source localization accuracy im-
provement. The proposed scheme defines the nonstationary acoustic
energy flow formed by individuals sources that composes a scene.
The selection of sensors is based on the nonstationarity degree of
the collected acoustic sensors amplitude signals. The ESFE enables
location estimation accuracy improvement of the energy-based local-
ization methods with reduced number of sensors. The Cramér–Rao
lower bound (CRLB) is also derived to examine the robustness of the
H-ML-Energy method.

Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed ESFE solution. For this purpose, outdoor Park and
indoor Kitchen scenes are simulated using a diversity of real acoustic
sources signals. Index of nonstationarity (INS) [6] of the sensor sig-
nals are applied for the sensor node selection in each scenario. The
maximum likelihood (ML) energy-based source localization methods,
i.e., ML-Energy [5] and H-ML-Energy [4], are examined before and
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after the application of the proposed approach. This solution is also
compared to a sensor selection method based on noise reduction [3],
[7]. Experiments are conducted with four different values of SNR
(signal-to-noise ratio) ranging from 0 to 15 dB. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed ESFE scheme improves the accuracy
of the energy-based source localization methods while reducing the
number of sensors in acoustic scenes with real sources.

II. SOURCE LOCALIZATION IN ACOUSTIC SCENES

Acoustic scenes are composed of multiple sound sources that nat-
urally belongs to this environment, including animals, people, and
objects. In order to evaluate the ESFE method, two acoustic scenes1

were artificially composed of six distinct real omnidirectional acoustic
sources randomly placed in the delimited area of each scene. First
scene is outdoor Park, that is composed of single sources “speaker,”
“waterfall,” “birds,” “dogs barking,” “children playing,” and “babble.”
Another scene is indoor Kitchen with sources “speaker,” “television,”
“water,” “sizzling,” “cutting,” and “clanking dishes.”

A. Index of Nonstationarity

A signal sample sequence is defined as stationary if its main
statics are time invariant. The INS1 is a time-frequency approach to
objectively examine the nonstationarity of a signal. The stationarity
test is conducted by comparing spectral components of the signal
to a set of stationary references, called surrogates. For this purpose,
spectrograms of the signal and surrogates are obtained by means of
the short-time Fourier transform considering a window length Th.
Then, the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence is used to measure the
distance between the short-time spectra of the analyzed signal and its
global spectrum averaged over time. Finally, the INS is given by the
ratio between this distance and the corresponding KL values obtained
from the stationary surrogates. In [6], Borgnat et al. considered that
the distribution of the KL values can be approximated by a Gamma
distribution. Therefore, for each window length, a threshold γ is
defined for the stationarity test considering a confidence degree of
95%. Thus

INS

{
≤ γ , signal is stationary
>γ , signal is nonstationary .

(1)

1Available at lasp.ime.eb.br.
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Fig. 1. INS values obtained for 3-s audio signals. The red line represents the INS value of each time scale Th/T . The threshold is indicated by the
green lines. (a) “speaker.” (b) Park. (c) “speaker”+Park (15 dB). (d) Kitchen. (e) “speaker”+Kitchen (15 dB).

Fig. 1 illustrates the INS values of five studied signals: the source
“speaker,” acoustic scenes Park and Kitchen, and the source corrupted
by the scenes as background noise. The time scale Th/T indicates the
relation between the length adopted in the short-time spectral analysis
(Th) and the total length (T = 3 s) of the signal. Red lines represent
INS values and green lines indicate threshold values. A signal is
stationary if its INS value is below the threshold for every time scale.
Signals with INS values above the threshold for the majority of the
time scales are classified as nonstationary. A signal is considered as
highly nonstationary if the maximum INS value INSmax is greater than
100. The “speaker” source is here classified as highly nonstationary,
whereas the two scenes are nonstationary. When corrupted by noise,
the INSmax of a signal decreases since it becomes more stationary. Note
that the “speaker” source has INSmax ≈ 300. However, its INSmax is
reduced to 80 and 150 when corrupted by the Park and Kitchen scenes,
respectively. In other words, the INS is a representative parameter to
indicate if a target signal is corrupted by noise. The ESFE method
exploits this INS characteristic for the selection of most representative
sensors in the WASN.

III. ENERGY-BASED SOURCE LOCALIZATION IN
ACOUSTIC SCENES

Energy-based source localization methods are based on the fact
that the acoustic energy attenuation is inversely proportional to the
distance from the signal to the multiple acoustic sensors distributed in
the field [8]. An ML approach was presented in [5] for acoustic source
position estimation (ML-Energy) and later in [4] for noisy correlated
environments (H-ML-Energy). In this letter, the methods ML-Energy
and H-ML-Energy are going to be adjusted for the acoustic scene
environment.

Localization methods in acoustic scenes are applied to estimate the
target source position, while the summation of the other sources is
considered as noise. The signal received at the ith sensor is sampled
during the nth time interval with a sampling frequency fs is defined as
xi(n) = Ai(n) + Wi(n), where Ai(n) is the acoustic signal intensity or
energy given by

Ai(n) = √
gi

K∑
j=1

s j (n − τ ji )

|p j (n − τ ji ) − ri| , (2)

where gi represents the sensor gain, s j is the signal intensity of the
jth source, ri is the sensor position, and p j is the jth ( j = 1, . . . , K)
source spatial coordinates. In acoustic scenes, the total noise intensity
Wi(n) is defined as

Wi(n) = √
gi

M∑
m=1

om(n − τ ji )

|wm(n − τ ji ) − ri| , (3)

where om represents the mth (m = 1, . . . , M) noise source intensity
and wm its position. Given the time index t , the acoustic energy in the
ith sensor E[x2

i (n)] = ui(t ) is given by

ui(t ) = gi

K∑
j=1

Bj (t )

d2
i j (t )

+ 2E[Ai(t )wi(t )] + E[W 2
i (t )], (4)

where Bj is the jth source acoustic energy, and di j is the distance
between the source j and sensor i. In the ML-Energy, the background

Fig. 2. Energy distribution scene maps. Sensors are represented
by circles, target source by square, and other/noise sources by “×.”
(a) Park (20 × 20 m). (b) Kitchen (7 × 7 m).

noise is modeled as uncorrelated with the source signal, the cross
term E[Ai(t )Wi(t )] is considered equal to zero. This assumption can
severely degrade the sensor measurements and the source localization
estimation accuracy. In [4], the correlation between the source and the
signal is taken in consideration. In the H-ML-Energy method, the cross
term E|Ai(t )Wi(t )| and the term E|W 2

i (t )| are modeled by a fractional
Gaussian noise (fGn) with exponent H , mean μH , and variance σH ,
obtained from the sensor readings. Denoting the fGn process by hi(t ) =
2E[Ai(t )Wi(t )] + E[W 2

i (t )], the acoustic source localization energy is
defined as

ui(t ) = gi

K∑
j=1

Bj (t )

d2
i j (t )

+ hi(t ). (5)

The fGn process represents the energy measurement error. Since the
fGn is able to indicate any degree of correlation by means of its expo-
nent, the H-ML-Energy grants better accuracy to the energy-based lo-
calization model. The vector ZH represents the normalized acoustic en-
ergy in each sensor i(i = 1, . . . , L). Thus, ZH = [

u1−μH1
σH1

· · · uL−μHL
σHL

]T .

The joint probability density function ZH in matrix form is

f (ZH|θ) = (2π )−L/2 exp

{
−1

2
(ZH − GHDB)T (ZH − GHDB)

}
,

(6)
where GH represents the gain matrix, D is the attenuation matrix, B is
the acoustic energy source vector, and θ = [ρT

1 ρT
2 · · · ρT

K B1B2 · · · BK ]T

is a vector with the source positions ρ j and their corresponding
acoustic energies Bj . These matrices are defined in [4]. In this letter,
multiresolution search [5] is applied to obtain the minimum value of
the log-likelihood function

L(θ) = ||ZH − GHDB||2. (7)

Fig. 2 illustrates acoustic energy distribution maps of Park and
Kitchen scenes where the higher acoustic energy is represented in
red and the lower in dark blue. The maps represents the simulation
of the acoustic scenes that consists on the random distribution of
target sources (magenta square), noise sources (black “×”), and
microphones (green circles) in scene area. Energy distribution is
estimated based on the sensor readings according to (7). Acoustic
target and noise sources are nonstationary, then energy distribution
estimation will vary at each signal frame. It also depends on the
position and number of sensors distributed.

In this letter, the derivation of the CRLB is introduced in order
to evaluate the performance of the H-ML-Energy estimator. The
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Fig. 3. ESFE method applied in different scenarios. The blue dashed rectangle is the smallest space delimited by the selected sensors,
and the red dashed rectangle is the new target source search area. (a) Scene:Park/Source:“speaker.” (b) Scene:Park/Source:“children.”
(c) Scene:Kitchen/Source:“speaker.” (d) Scene:Kitchen/Source:“cutting.”

CRLB is a theoretical lower bound of the variance of an unbiased
parameter estimate [5], [9]. First, the Fisher matrix F is calculated
as F = −E[ ∂

∂θ
( ∂

∂θ
ln f (ZH|θ)T ]. From (6), the Fisher matrix can be

rewritten as F = ∂ (DB)
∂θ

GT
HGH

∂ (DB)
∂θT . The term ∂ (DB)

∂θ
can be derived as

CT
j = ∂ (DB)T

∂ρ j
= −2Bj

[
c1 j

d3
1 j

· · · cN j

d3
N j

]
, (8)

where ci j = ∂di j

∂ρ j
= (ρ j−ri )

di j
is a unit vector from jth source to the ith

sensor. Considering ∂ (DB)T

∂B = D, then F can be expressed as

F =
[

CT

DT

]
GTG

[
CD

]
. (9)

Finally, the CRLB is computed as CRLB =
√∑Q

i=1
[F−1

11 ]+[F−1
22 ]

Q , where

Q is the number of blocks.

IV. PROPOSED ESFE METHOD

Acoustic sensing flow is defined as the area with the highest energy
in the scene space. This flow is created by the energy emitted from
the target sources. Hence, the WASN sensors placed near the source
are mainly affected by the energy flow and thus forming an acoustic
concentration region. The sensors signals in this region are less cor-
rupted by the scene noise and consequently are more nonstationary.
The ESFE consists on the selection of the sensors according to their
INSmax values that lead to new sensing flow area and thus search field
reduction. The location estimation focuses on the most nonstationary
sensor signals. For this purpose, let xi, i = 1, . . . , L be the signals
from the L sensors. Selected signals are those with the highest values
of INSmax. The selection criterion is defined as

|INSmaxi − max(INSmax)|
max(INSmax)

≥ α, (10)

where max(INSmax) = max1≤i≤L INSmaxi, and the selection threshold
α ∈ [0, 1] is a function of the number of sensors (L) and the highest
scene dimension (v) defined by the ESFE algorithm, i.e.,

α = 1

κ (v + L)
+ ξ, (11)

where κ is the measurements adjustment factor and ξ is the estimation
error. The values κ = 0.087 and ξ = ±5% were defined according
to extensive experiments. Finally, source location is estimated using
only the selected sensors. The vector Z ′

H of the normalized acoustic
energy in the selected sensors is given by Z′

H = [
u1−μH1

σH1
· · · uN −μHN

σHN
]T .

The log-likelihood function is L(θ) = ||Z′
H − G′

HD′B||2, where N is
the number of selected sensors, and GH and DH represent the gain and
attenuation matrices of the selected sensors, respectively. The proposed
scheme also leads to a reduction on the location search field based
on the selected sensors positions. Fig. 3 shows the ESFE approach
applied in four different scenarios. The green circles correspond to the
selected sensors, and the black circles other sensors. The blue-dashed
rectangle represents the sensing flow area delimited by the selected

Table 1. INSmax and Bd Results of Each Sensor

sensors and red one the new target source search area. The new search
area is the one delimited by the selected sensors with the addition of
a security area that is defined according to the scene dimension. In
these experiments, 20% of v were added to each side of the rectangle.
The energy distribution in the energy flow cluster is also presented in
the left of each scene. Note that the flow area has different sizes and
location depends on the scene and the target source.

For the evaluation of the proposed ESFE scheme, a method based
on SNR is adopted for sensor selection. This approach was adopted
in [10] for large WASN (L > 80) in order to save energy and extend
network lifetime. This technique is here adapted to the energy-based
source localization methods and compared with the proposed ESFE.
The sensors are chosen according to the highest values of SNR a

posteriori, which is defined as SNRpost = E [x(t )2]
E [n(t )2]

= σ 2
x

σ 2
n

, where x(t ) is
the noisy signal and n(t ) is the estimated noise given the time index t .
According to the authors, the procedure stops when half of the sensors
are selected by the algorithm.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the accuracy im-
provement in energy-based source localization methods. Networks of
L = 12 and L = 20 omnidirectional sensors are randomly positioned
in Park and Kitchen scenes. Each sequence has time duration of 3 s and
is sampled at 16 kHz. One target source and five noise sources were
chosen for each experiment. The “speaker” is considered as the target
source in both scenes while the other sources are assumed as noise.
Furthermore, the source “children” in the Park scene and the source
“cutting” in the Kitchen scene are adopted as target sources.

Table 1 shows the INSmax values for xi on four different scenarios
considering 12 sensors network and the selection threshold α. The
Bhattacharrya distance (Bd ) [11] is here used to confirm the efficiency
of INSmax as a sensor selection parameter. Bd compares two probability
distributions p1(x) and p2(x) of two acoustic signals s1(t ) and s2(t ) as
Bd = − ln

∫ √
p1(x)p2(x)dx. In this letter, s1(t ) corresponds to the

original target source signal and s2(t ) to the sensor signals at each
scenario. The sensors signals less corrupted by the scene are going
to have the lowest values of Bd . Note that, as expected, the sensor
with lower Bd corresponds to the ones with higher INSmax proving that
the INS can be used as selection parameter. The selected sensors are
highlighted in bold numbers.

The source localization estimation is conducted using energy-based
methods, H-ML-Energy, and ML-Energy, before and after the ap-
plication of the ESFE scheme. Four different SNR conditions are
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Fig. 4. RMSE analysis L = 12 sensors. (a) Park/“speaker.” (b) Park/
“children.” (c) Kitchen/“speaker.” (d) Kitchen/“cutting.”

Fig. 5. RMSE analysis L = 20 sensors. (a) Park/“speaker.” (b) Park/
“children.” (c) Kitchen/“speaker.” (d) Kitchen/“cutting.”

evaluated: from 0 to 15 dB, with 5 dB increments. The SNR is
calculated in a position 1 m away from the source position. Blocks of
M = 1024 samples, i.e., a total of 46 blocks, are used in the evaluation
experiments. Therefore, for each scene and each WASN with 12 and
20 sensors deployment, 552 tests are conducted considering three
different target sources (“speaker,” “children,” and “cutting”) and four
SNR values. The gain of the sensors are set to gi = 1. The minimum of
the log-likelihood function of the H-ML-Energy and the ML-Energy
are found using the multiresolution search [5] with 0.1 m in the Park
scene (20 × 20 m), and 0.035 m in the Kitchen scene (7 × 7 m).
The root mean squared error (RMSE) is applied as evaluation mea-

sure in the experiments. It is defined as RMSE =
√

1
Q

∑Q
i=1 |r̂i − ri|2,

where ri denotes the target source location of ith (i = 1, 2, . . ., Q)
block and r̂i represents its estimated position. The RMSE is used to
verify how close the estimated localization are from the target source
positions.

Figs. 4 and 5 depict the RMSE values obtained with 12 and 20
sensors, respectively. They include H-ML-Energy and ML-Energy,
the proposed ESFE for the H-ML-Energy and ML-Energy, and the
CRLB estimation. Note that the application of the proposed scheme
in the energy-based location methods reduced the error estimation for
studied scenarios and made it approaches the CRLB. The new scheme
was more effective for the source “children” in the Park scene (L = 12),
RMSE values in the ML reduced from 12.19 to 2.66 m in 0 dB. The
lowest reduction was for the source “speaker” in the Kitchen scene
(L = 20) where the RMSE varied from 0.77 to 0.29 m in 15 dB. It can
also be observed that the H-ML-Energy outperforms the ML-Energy
before and after the ESFE application in both scenarios, mainly for
low SNR. This is explained by the fact that the H-ML-Energy takes in
consideration the correlation between the signal from the source and
the interference of the scene.

Table 2 indicates the computational complexity which refers to
the processing time required for each algorithm evaluated for 1024
samples per frame. In other compare to the processing time of the
different methods, the values were normalized according to the ESFE
method with L = 12 sensors as reference (execution time = 1). The

Table 2. Normalized Mean Processing Time.

Fig. 6. RMSE comparison analyses. (a) Park. (b) Kitchen.

new approach not only improves the localization estimation accuracy
but also decreases the processing period more than three times in both
network sizes.

The selection of sensors based on SNR was evaluated and compared
with the proposed method for the Park and Kitchen scenes with
L = 20. The target source was the “speaker,” since SNR-based selec-
tion methods depend on voice activity detectors [10]. Fig. 6 presents
the RMSE values for the different approaches. The best results of
the SNR-based selection were achieved in the Kitchen scene for
H-ML-Energy method.

VI. CONCLUSION

This letter introduced an effective acoustic energy sensing approach
ESFE to improve the accuracy of energy-based source localization
methods in acoustic scenes. The new scheme detects the scene energy
flow based on the nonstationarity index of the sensor signals readings.
Several experiments were conducted with different acoustic scenes and
target sources. The results demonstrated that the proposed approach
consistently improves the localization estimation while reducing the
number of sensors.
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